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(ENGLISH TRANSLATION)
OFFICIAL LETTER

Date of Receipt: October 14, 2003

FROM: The Intellectual Property Bureau

Ministry ofEconomic Affairs

TO: Fujitsu Hitachi Plasma Display Limited

C/O: Patrick I. C. YunAVilliam W. L. Chen, patent attorney

SUBJECT

The rejection of patent application no. 90104387 has been tentatively concluded. Before any

formal issuance of a first Office Action, the applicant is invited to submit, in duplicate, any rebuttal

evidence and clarification (along with any amendment) within sixty (60) days of the day following

the date of receipt of this Official Letter. The deadline cannot be extended. Failure to comply

with the requirement, or a late reply to this Letter, will result in the rejection of this application.

CONTENTS

(Translator's note: This first paragraph is not translated herein as it only relates to the formality

requirements in any documents to be submitted.)

If the applicant wishes to have a personal interview or demonstration with the Examiner, a request

may be made in the Response. If deemed necessary, the time and place for holding the interview

will be arranged.

The Examiner is of the opinion that:

1. This application claims priority based on Japanese Application 2001-188256, and the priority

date is June 22, 2000.

2. This invention is aimed at providing a plasma display panel with high definition and high

aperture ratio, as well as method of driving the same. The plasma display panel includes a

plurality of first and second electrodes which are disposed adjacently and alternately, and third

electrodes formed across the first and second electrodes. The method comprises the steps of:

carrying out an address discharge between said second electrodes and said third electrodes;

carrying out auxiliary discharge to decrease the volume of wall charges; and carrying out a

sustain discharge by alternately applying sustain pulses to the first and second electrodes.

3. Taiwan Publication No. 397963 is filed on May 25, 1997 and is entitled "Plasma Display Panel

and Driving Method." The publication discloses that X and Y electrodes are arranged

alternately, and that electrodes A are formed across X and Y electrodes. Driving signals are

impressed to the electrodes as shown in Figure 5. As recited in claim (20), wall charges are

erased completely, an address discharge is generated, and data electrodes are impressed

sequentially.

4. This application discloses a plasma display panel with a structure which is totally the same as

that of the cited reference, and a similar method of driving address and data electrodes. The

present invention reduces the volume of the wall charge only when an address discharge is

carried out at the first and third electrodes, whereas the wall charge can be erased completely at

the stage of initialization. The present invention only makes a reduction of wall charge. This

application was filed for an Invention Patent. The contents in the application are similar to that

of the specification of the cited invention patent application which was filed prior to this

application but published later than the filing of this application.


